ELECTRIC FABRIC
85% Ringspun Cotton / 15% Polyester
280gsm

Our Electric fabric comes in a range of bright and bold colour options and will definitely make you stand
out! Polyester holds dye well so why not try experimenting with neon screen print inks or bright and bold
transfers for a unique look.
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Our Electric styles look great
with embroidery decoration.
Ensure you use a stabilizer on
the inside of the garment,
behind your embroidery and
make sure your needle is
smooth and sharp to avoid
snagging!
Consider your artwork, as a
large amount of embroidery
could cause some puckering
around the design and the
gentle drape of these styles.
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T U N N E L D RY E R
The high polyester % in our
Electric styles holds ink
well and is a great base for
creating bold, fresh prints.
Why not try Neon inks on the
Electric styles?
To avoid dye migration even
on the bright colours, try an
anti-migration layer or to
keep a softer hand feel; try
low cure inks additives
and poly blockers.
Balance is essential for curing
our Electric fabric, too high and
the polyester fibres can burn,
too low and the print won’t cure
on the cotton fibres. Monitor
the temperature throughout
the day as the temperature
can creep up!
Always test print.
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Check your temperature and
pressure before printing
to avoid scorching or
melting the fabric.
Heat press platens can leave
a shine on the fabric, usually
removed when washing, but
protect fabric by using Teflon/
Silicone sheets and padded
print pillows.
Our Electric tightly knitted
surface ensures smooth
transfer prints.
Make your design pop by
experimenting with full
colour, glitter, flock, foil and
rhinestones for a unique look.

